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Explore Merlin's world and find out all there is to know about the characters and their secrets. With

facts and great imagery of all the cast, locations and props. Discover the lore and legend of Merlin!

Looks at each character and their various relationships as well as exploring the baddies and the

monsters that lurk in Camelot! Never seen before footage as well as maps and spells from the spell

book finish this complete guide. It's a must have for any Merlin fan!
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If you are hoping for a good set of pictures on the castle and furnishingsas we were you won't get

much of that. If you are into a small number ofhigh quality closeups of each of the major cast

members you will get that as theyhave their own sections. Belonging to a number of reenactment

groups overthirty years where we have to make most of our own costumes and kit I wasrather

hoping for more of that as the sets are really quite outstanding.

This is surprisingly small, and almost entirely character profiles. It basically goes person by person

and sums up their story. It's pretty pointless. The spell pages are cool, but there are only a few of

them. There are some nice pictures. Overall you get the feeling that whoever was tasked with

coming up with a "complete guide" had no idea what to do so they just started filling space by going

down the IMDB roster of characters and writing whatever they remembered off the top of their head.

This book is mostly background information on the characters, Camelot, and magical creatures. I



was hoping for more "magical" words (spells) and their meanings. There are a few but not very

many. Lots of pictures.

I love all things Merlin and this was nice, although geared for a younger person than my fifty

something age. It was nice, though. I still would have bought it. And the ship time was great, too,

coming from the UK in about a week or a bit more.

What I written for the dvd set is what I meant for this guide. What should have been written for the

dvd set is that my friend is going to watch them over and over.
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